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The traveling salesman problem belongs to an 
important class of scheduling and routing problems. It 
is also a subproblem in solving others, such as the 
warehouse distribution problem. It has been attacked by 
many mathematical methods with but meager success. 
Only for special forms of the problem or for problems 
with a moderate number of points can it be solved 
exactly, even if very large amounts of computer time are 
used. Heuristic procedures have been proposed and 
tested with only slightly better results. This paper 
describes a computer aided heuristic technique which 
uses only a modest amount of computer time in real-time 
to solve large (100-200) point problems. This 
technique takes advantage of both the computer's and 
the human's problem-solving abilities. The computer is 
not asked to solve the problem in a brute force way as 
in many of today's heuristics, but it is asked to 
organize the data for the human so that the human 
can solve the problem easily. 

The technique used in this paper seems to point to 
new directions in the field of man-machine interaction 
and in the field of artificial intelligence. 
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Introduction 

The traveling salesman problem is easily stated in 
the following manner. Suppose a salesman is to visit n 
cities (nodes, customers, etc.), visiting each only once, 
how does he schedule his itinerary so that he travels 
only a minimum distance (or pays a minimum travel 
expense)? For the purposes of this paper, distances be- 
tween cities are assumed to be the same in either direc- 
tion. 

This problem, which is related to numerous other 
problems such as board wiring, scheduling, and routing, 
has been the subject of intensive research for many 
years. To date, the efforts have been rather disappoint- 
ing. No exact algorithm has ever claimed to solve 
problems of over 65 cities, and most heuristic algorithms 
require large amounts of computer time to provide 
satisfactory solutions to problems for that size or larger. 
In this paper the authors report on a man-machine 
approach that provides reasonable performance on very 
large problems (200 cities). 

Careful studies have been made of currently used 
heuristics, of existing theory on the properties of the 
optimal solution, and of methods a man may use to 
solve this problem without either of the previously 
mentioned tools. The results indicate that giving a man 
a map of the cities he is to visit does not provide him 
with sufficient information to find reasonable solutions 
when the number of cities is large. On the other hand, 
giving a computer a distance matrix and generating a 
large number of random starting tours which are cleaned 
up by various heuristics which make local improvements 
produces excessively long computer run times before a 
satisfactory tour is produced and/or accepted. Clearly 
then, any successful approach to producing a tour whose 
distance is the minimum mileage, or very close to it, at 
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an acceptable cost {:: compute~ time and :uar: power ~ill 
have to bc sonic combinat ion of the abo~c. 

A division: of  labor seems best. The co:upu:cr o:- 
~ar::zes the data a:id perfor :is thc :lu:::erous caw{:h: 
:ions. The htln:a:: uses his cycs and p:oblc::: suP, big 
skills to create solutmns a::d to direct the at:erupts at 
improvcn:cn:. A key s:cp it: our process is :hc it:ida: vrrc 
of :.:,rb::i::iz{::~.: the data so :h4t a human ::at:: scc the 
important ~mturcs of the problem aI:d ir:tc'gra:{e thcsc 

pieces of it:formation: into a compk?tc solution:. A::othc: 
('cat:arc of o:ir approach iS tO have the con:purer pros idc 

the human ~ith a n:i:u:t<x of  alternative solt::io::s so 
that lie car: see whM: rcgk:ms the con:purer has probably 
corrccdy connected a::d which ones still need work. 

T h e o r y  

In approachi::g the :ravd :g salesman problem, {?re 
vious authors have fake:: two distinct tacks. One group 
tried to create an exact algori thm through a brat:oh- 
and-bound type of so:udon I, 21, Such an a:gorhh:u 
generally made heavy use of the fi<t that the {ra~eling 
salesman problem is ch~seiy connected to aao:her prob- 
lem called the assign:tinct:: prone.:::. The other group 
tried to solve :he problem by creating an initial :our by 
some simple rule (ra~do:::, nearest neighbor, e:c.} and 
then impro,,ing this :our by various me:hods {3, 4]. This 
generally involves improvi::g a small section of  :he :our 
at a time. Unfbrtunately, if tl:e initial to:it is a ~.ery bad 
one, this local h::provcmen: v,.W still provkb only a 

s:igh:ly better resuh eve:: after a great deal of  effort, 
F o r  small problems one ca:: generate a large number of  
dial%rent initial tours, improve them, a::d use the best 
result wit:: fair confidence :hat it is an optimal or at least 
a near op:in:a{ :our. For  large problcn:s this approach 
requirES several hours of  computer  :i:::E, and the resuh. 
i~g cost oi~en exceeds :he worth of :he study. One recent 
mammachine study {5i :o which the authors' atte:~don 
was called while this paper was ia preparation at:erupted 
to speed up :his heuristic prOCESS by turning the control  
of these :ocal improvements  over :o the hun:an. Our 
work at:erupts :o go :-~eyo~d that effort by' bringing the 
human: in much ea:iier and by givi::g hi::: tools that 
expaod his problem-sobh~g ability. To do :his h will bc 
necessary: ! ' : i  to help focus :he human's  attention on 
those items v,h:ch :, i l l  probably be :?art of  any ~:ear 
optimal :our; (2) :o b:dicate regional and g.loba: fkatures 
of any s/>ecific problem tim: n ighs  play a pars in the 
development  of any good tour;  and (3) to provkle 
alternative points of view so that :he human can see 
areas for ir::provemem in }:is soh.:tion and so ti:at he 
can form an estimate of  when he has reached die poir~t 
ofdiminishi::g returr:s in his d'f'orts~ 

Step 1, Orgarfizing the Data To Sagges~, a Tour 
The problem with simply t~viag someone a map 

marked with the cities he is supposed to con~ect is that 
it: most cases his eyes will have di:l~iculty h: percdvh:g  

a, uy order ~>r pat:era, The aulhors hale found :hat :he 
l\qlo~{ng techHiquc iS cxtren:c/y helpful it: >,,,!ring :his 
p r o b b m  

Su{)posc thst yo:t are a salcsman who must ~isit a 
ulumbcr of cities ahich arc quir t  fz:r agx~rt ::m.t that in 
each city }ou h:t~e tx~,.) or more cubtomc~s ~hu arc 
lhirly close togcthe/L t:l gencr:~i, the time you sp,,:ild i): 
oI4:miua vow tour ~ictds dv,: ..... e < arcs: s.::~ i,,4s in u:ilea~:c 
' < . '  , -  ~ ,  < 

rcd:4cd<m it yet: c<urectly decide oil :he order i~ which 
you xisi¢ :he cidcs rather :ha:: :petal the same timc o ,  
dccidii:g hey, to %ish youi  cus:omws within each city. 
]h i s  absorb, aden  toads us tv conclude :hat wc v,'~>uld like 
to tind the cluster centers or regions around which a high 
de:tsiW of  customers is located, t low cats ,,~e do this 
efficiently? 

Tim Assignment Problem. Associated with every 
:ra, ,ding salesman p robbm is another  problem caUcd 
:he assignment ,problem. Let us denote the distance be 
:vveen city i .a~d c i ty j  as d ,  . f h e n  :he associated assig~ 
men: problem ca:: bc stated as 

minZ .... Z]Z. 4.v, 

with 

.x-, .... I i =  t - . .  n, 

k x .... i ,  j =, i . . .  n,  

where x, ;  =: 0 or 1. }tere WE interpret x: ,  =- 1 as mean.- 
hag that we travel from city i So ci tyj .  Since it is necessary 
to forbid travel between a city and itself, WE let d,.~ = r;. 
Akhough any feasible traveling salesman tour is necEs- 
sarily a solution So the associated assignment problem, 
the optimal assignment is m)t necessarily a feasible sol::-  

t ier:  :o the traveling salesman problem, t~ lhct, the 
opti:r:al assigr:me::t is ger:eraity a collection of  db~joint 
subtours f)-equendy of length 2. This result leaves 
brasch-and.-botmd algorithms very little to work with 
and hence leads to their poor  perforn:ance in large 
problems {6]. However,  Shapiro !2] nOtES :hat :here is a 
high correspondence between the optimal traveling 
salesman's tour and the associated assignment solution. 
That  is, it is r~ot uncommon L)r the ,east m@ority of 
assignment subtours  to be the links of  the traveling 
salesman's tour. Thus the assign:men: soh4ion iu~dicates 
local order. 

Assigmnent of the Assignment. If we think of the 
subtours {k)und in our  sob.aden of  the assignn:ent in our 
previous example as being the visits to customers within 
one city, we can :x)w see how to proceed. Let us find the 
geometric means c,f all the subtot~rs of  the optima! 
' sag nent  :at is, find the center of  gravity of the 
cities on the slabtour, These geometric means are now 
the location of  the "c i ty ,"  arid if we calculate the dis. 
tance matrix £or these " " " crees and solve the resulting 
assig~m:em, problem refbrred to as the secomJ level 
assignment or' the assigntrent (>f the assig~ment, we find 
how the "cities" are regionally clustered. Carrying d:is 
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operation to higher levels we get fewer and fewer 
"cities" in each level. At each level the resulting sub- 
tours locate, like a map, first the cities, then county 
seats, then state capitals, etc. This information next tells 
us which regions are likely to be connected to which 
regions. The correspondence between the observed trav- 
eti~lg salesman tour and the second level assignment is 
also high, as is the third level, but reliability of the pre- 
diction thlls as we go higher in Ievel. The information is 
then presented to the problem solver as in Figure 1. 

Mask of the .Assignment. The assignment subtours 
have been observed to make up a large part of the 
traveling salesman optimal tour [2]. We will call these 
subtours primary links. The authors have found that 
solving another assignment problem gives many of the 
links that connect these subtours. This assignment prob- 
lem is re%rred to as the mask of the assignment and is 
defined as similar to the assignment with the exception 
that all thed~j = ~ for thosex~ i = 1 in the optimal 
solution of the original assignment. In effect, we are 
forbidding the assignment subtours in order to find the 
next best collection of subtours. The optimal subtours 
of the mask of the assignment are referred to as the 
secondary links. 

The mask of the assignment is also drawn up (Figure 
2) and, together with the assignment of the assignment's 
results, forms the input to our problem-solver. 

Step 2. Human Generated Tour 
At the end of Step 1, the problem-solver has before 

him data that has been found to be a major portion of 
other optimal traveling salesman tours. It is now up to 
him to integrate all of the data into a tour. The human 
problem-solver has one advantage that no computer has 
in that he can "see" the whole problem. This is not 
merely a comment on man's visual capabilities; rather 
it is a recognition of his ability to conceptualize. Thus a 
human can envision a solution which accounts for 
interactions between all of the regions that must be con- 
nected and can avoid the pitfalls of the typical nearest 
neighbor approaches. 

The problem-solver then draws the tour and com- 
pares how well it uses the primary and secondary links 
of the assignment problem and its mask, and how well 
it connects regions grouped by the second and higher 
level assignment problems, etc. In general, the problem- 
solver will find that a good tour has a number of fea- 
tures: (1) it seldom has rapidly oscillating sawtooth 
curves; (2) it is smoother--more like a polygonal ap- 
proximation to a curve, particularly in areas with a high 
density of points; (3) it appears to have a high ratio of 
enclosed area to perimeter. A tour with long narrow 
necks which wind back on themselves is to be avoided. 

If two or more problem-solvers use this information 
to generate independent trial tours, it is worthwhile to 
compare the solutions. The comparison generally results 
in a composite tour that requires much less computer 
time to reduce the tour to final form. The cost of having 
two or more people draw a tour is relatively small since 
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the data has already been prepared, and even with a 
200-city problem a tour can be generated in half an hour. 

The generation of a tour provides two benefits that 
should not be overlooked. The first is that by going 
through the thought process the problem-solver will be- 
come familiar with the features of the problem. In the 
event that the model and the real problem do not com- 
pletely correspond, this familiarity should allow the 
problem-solver to adjust the model results to include 
these difficulties in a more intelligent manner. Since this 
frequently occurs in applications, this benefit should 
not be minimized as to its importance. Secondly, in 
generating a tour and making the comparison and evalu- 
ating the results, the problem-solver develops a feeling 
for places where his solution is weak and where it is in 
need of only a little work. This experience determines 
which of several heuristics will be used in the cleanup 
phase and where they will be applied. For some applica- 
tions the process could very well stop here since fre- 
quently only a reduction of several percent in total 
length results from further effort. 

Step 3. Computer Generated Initial Tours 
For the sake of comparison or to suggest to the 

problem-solver other approaches to solving the prob- 
lem, a collection of heuristics is made available to pro- 
duce initial tours. The authors have tried to generate 
several heuristics that produce a near optimal tour using 
only a minimum amount of computer time. They suc- 
ceeded in generating a number of different heuristics, 
the details of which form the subject of another paper 
[7]. The authors call one of these heuristics the "Rubber 
Band Tour Generator" because the manner in which it 
generates a tour is similar to stretching a rubber band 
around the regional assignment data. These heuristics, 
however, have been found to produce tours that are very 
nearly optimal in computer times that are relatively 
short (1-2 minutes of Sigma VII time on a 100-city 
tour) and do not grow rapidly with an increase in 
problem size. Besides being fast and accurate the heuris- 
tic makes use of the data generated by Step 1. 

Step 4. Tour Review 
The problem-solver now has several proposed tours 

which are evaluated and compared with one another. 
The data from Step 1 is compared with each of the tours, 
and a decision is made whether to work with one of the 
proposed tours or a composite of the tours. Generally, 
after some experience the problem-solver is able to 
recognize some superior features or ideas in each of the 
tours generated in Steps 2 and 3 and finds it to his 
advantage to begin work with a composite. 

At this point the reviewer is concerned with two 
types of problems. One type concerns the difficulties 
that arise because the eye is not able to resolve small 
trade-offs. These questionable areas are resolved by ap- 
plications of point replacement, by the interchange of 
two or more links with another set, or by other routines 
that are commonly used in traveling salesman heuristics. 
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Fig. t. Display of the first through third level assignment problems, 
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In general, the result of this kind of in~provement is a 
very small reduction in total length. The other type of 
problem, much more difficult to see and to handle, 
occurs when the connection of one reNon to another has 
been made incorrectly. Locating regions where a major 
segment of the tour is incorrectly drawn can be done 
in a number of ways. The intersection set of the primary 
and secondary links and the current tour often shows 
many regions completely connected while other regions 
are very di~oint. These disjoint regions are often the 
areas that require major changes to be made in the tour. 
The comparison between the computer's heuristics, such 
as the "Rubber Band Tour Generator," and one or 
more solutions drawn by individual problem-solvers 
reveal regions, particularly these imerior regcons of  very 
large problems, which can be interconnected in a variety 
of ways. The set of  cities found in these regions is gen- 
erally moderately large, and the number of comNna- 
tions of the various ways to interconnect the various 
regions is also fairly large. Hence the need for a reNonal 
tour improvemem routine is evidem. 

The result of tlhis step is to pinpoint the problem 
areas and decide on the order of  application of reNonal 
a~d local heuristics. 
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Step 5. Final Improvements in the Tour 
The problem-solver now applies the local and re.. 

gional improvement routines to the proposed tour. The 
local routines are simple routines such as the point 
routine which removes a given point from the tour and 
inserts it between two adjacent cities if it finds that this 
reduces the total distance. A heuristic such as described 
by Linn {4] for the replacement or interchange of two or 
more links is also available. The regional improvement 
routines are really traveling salesman optimization pro-. 
grams which, have been shown to be able to solve 
problems of moderate sizes reliably and rapidly. The 
problem-solver determines that a region of the problem 
has not been properly handle& The only probtern about 
using a traveling salesman optimization program is that 
the final result must match up with the remainder of the 
tour. This match-up can be handled by replacing the 
true distances by a zero distance wherever the tour is cut. 
This forces the resulting regional tour to include arti.. 
tidal links which will match up with the remainder of the 
tour. The regional routine has the sections of the tour 
being clipped off the original tour and the location of 
zero distance links as ir~puts. The regional improvemer~t 
routine currently being used by the authors is based ors 



Fig. 2. Mask of ~he assignment problem, 
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the ",a o r k  o f  O b c r u c  !3 }~ This routine ca~ handIc up to 30 

cities at any one time. The authors hive fuund the 
p e r f k ~ r m a n c c  o f  this routine t o  hc  satisfactory for this 
size probbm, but it becnmes less reliabb for larger 
p r o b b m s .  The routine requires only a small a m o m ~ t  o f  

core, which is an advantage tbr t/me-sharing. 

SteF 6~ Fhml Revb,~v 
A t  this point the problem-solver has one basic de.  

cisior~ tn make hc must d e c i d e  w h e t h e r  the potential 
undGcovered reduction in tour length is ~orth the ex- 
pense o~" his and the computer's time, Guha [8] claims a 
tight bound in the optimal traveling satesmm~ solution 
based on the optimal assignment solution and what he 
c a l B  the exits of  the subtour, The bound is simple to 
calculate and can be used ~o estimate the maximum 
reduv:don. If the problem-solver has worked with similar 
prob{ems, ~hen by the time he reaches this point the 
problem should have a very good, i£ not optimal, solu- 
tion. (See Figure 30 

Aetna! Man-Machine Configuration° The first step of' 
the process requires a targe a m o u n t  o f  memory and a 

~a~sportatioa linear programming code (a special as. 
signment code is not availaNe to the authors); he~ce it 
is done urlder batch mode on an xDs Sigma VII, Since 
@e authors have Ncilities which provide a 10- to 20- 
minute turnaround, this is not a major bottleneck. 

The results are plotted on a CalCornp ploHer, and 
clear transparencies are made up ~o be used by the 
probkm-soiver with a light hoard so that by overlaying 
~he various resuhs he can make comparisons rapidly. 
(This would be a perf%ct application for a computer 
graphics system; however, such luxuries are outside the 
budget of the authors The light b~>ard af@ overlays are 
adequate f%r the authors' purposes and only moderately 
bothersome to work with,) 

The third and fifth steps are done under the Sigma 
VlI's timesharing monitor, and the dam is handbd 



through a teletype terminal. The programs are arranged 
so that the problem-solver can call in whatever heuristic 
is necessary to improve the current tour. 

Handling Large Problems. One would expect the size 
and speed of this man-machine process to be limited by 
the requirement of the assignment solution. FIowever, 
the authors have found that these limitations can be 
avoided by the following observation: that the assign- 
ment problem tends to group neighbors together, and 
that if one knows the optimal solution for a given prob- 
lem, one can remove a subtour without changing the rest 
of tile solution. While we are not able to envision the 
optimal subtours of the assignment solution, it is thirly 
common to find an open region which divides the cities 
into two or more distinct sets. If this open region or 
valley is wider than the average nearest neighbor dis- 
tances in these distinct sets, then one can change the 
original assignment problem into one of solving the 
assignment problem on each of the distinct sets. This 
can be done with little fear of suboptimizing the original 
problem since, if the valley is of the assumed width, it is 
unlikely that any optimal subtour would have cities in 
more than one set. The authors have had no difficulty 
splitting 200-city assignment problems into two 100-city 
ones. The results, of course, can be recombined for the 
next higher level assignment if the resulting number of 
subtours is manageable. Even if the separation turns 
out to split a subtour, the resulting data would still be 
accurate enough to use to generate a tour. 

If the splitting technique is used to break the assign- 
ment problem up into manageable pieces of, say, 100 
cities, the limit on the size of the problem seems to be 
more a function of the problem-solver's patience and eye 
fatigue. Based on the authors' experience it would seem 
to be economically and physically possible to solve 
300-city to 600-city problems. 

Resu l t s  

To date, the results have been very encouraging. The 
authors have not found the problems in the current 
literature to be very difficult because of obvious patterns. 
Most of the problems were generated from a map of the 
United States, and most of the cities lie on the west and 
east coasts. Since most of the problems in the literature 
are under 50 cities, they are being used as training 
exercises. To avoid having the results tainted by a fore- 
knowledge of the literature, one 49-city problem based 
on road map distances was solved using great circle 
distances, and a new optimal tour of a very different 
character was found. 

To test the performance of the method on a more 
challenging set of problems, Oberuc's 75-city, 86-city, 
and 100-city problems all using great circle distances 
were undertaken and all of the optimal solutions were 
found except for the 100-city problem where the man- 
machine process found a better solution. The 100-city 
problem is of interest for cost comparison. Oberuc [3] 
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used 80 minutes of UNIVAC 1108 time (at least three 
times the speed of the Sigma VII) and the man-machine 
method required 10 minutes of cPu time and one hour 
of human time. The remainder of the large problems 
tested were randomly generated using Cartesian coor- 
dinates. The results would seem to indicate that the 
"Rubber Band Tour Generator" performs adequately 
and that the man-machine method produces answers at 
reasonable expenditures of both computer time and 
human time (see Table I). 

The times given in Table I are for the Sigma VII 
computer. The man-machine times do not include the 
computer times for the assignment problems which take 
0.8 minutes for the 100-city problem and 1.8 minutes 
for the 200-city problems. (cPu times are not always 
possible to get but certainly are under 10 minutes for 
any problem listed.) The time in parentheses is the 
amount of the human's time required to carry out the 
process. For those human times not given, no problems 
were worked on for more than 90 minutes. Based on 
current rates, one engineering technician man-hour is 
equivalent to one minute of Sigma VII time. 

One further type of traveling salesman problem that 
would seem to have practical application is the three- 
dimensional extension. In particular, the design of a 
circuit on multiple boards or the laying of ducts or pipes 
through a ship or a building can be formulated as a 
traveling salesman problem where the distance metric 
in the former case is 

dij = (xi -- xj) 2 + (yi - y~)~ + k t zi -- z~ 1, 

or in the latter case is 

d,~ = I x , - -  x~] + [ y , -  y~[ + [ z , - - z s [ -  

This additional coordinate does not normally present 
any mathematical difficulty to any algorithm or heuris- 
tic but is an order of magnitude more difficult for the 
man-machine process. However, the authors' computa- 
tional experience with Oberuc's heuristic and the man- 
machine process on 150-point problems (30 random 
points on 6 boards) indicates that the man-machine 
process is more economical and accurate than the results 
of Table I. 

The process has been taught to five students and they 
have produced results that are similar to those in Table I 
(errors of 0.5 percent). Although the results of the above 
man-machine process are not perfectly reproducible, 
they are surely in satisfactory range for most potential 
users. 

For those who would like to make a comparison of 
their heuristics with the authors' results, the coordinates 
for the problem in Figures 1-3 are given in Table II. 

Conc lus ions  and E x t e n s i o n s  

The authors believe that so far their work has shown 
the man-machine approach to be an accurate and eco- 
nomical method of solving large traveling salesman 
problems. The interaction process is being carefully 
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